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Iris Data Services Releases Version 2.2 of Unify™ Document Review 
Leading Electronic Discovery Company Announces New Release of Document Review Platform 

 
 
KANSAS CITY, July 13, 2009 — Iris Data Services, a leading provider of eDiscovery solutions, 

announced today the release of version 2.2 of the Unify™ document review platform.  In addition to 

document review, Iris Data Services provides various electronic discovery solutions including tape 

restoration, computer forensics, and eDiscovery. 

 

“This version of Unify™ online review continues to add functionality for our clients,” said Joseph 

Ziegler, Iris’ Director of Technical Services.  “It enhances printing functionality, giving legal teams the 

ability to batch print locally including the ability to print with redactions and add slip-sheets, separators 

and footer pages.  This version also expands Unify™’s search functionality, improving the complex 

search logic and enhances the ability to ignore superfluous characters and symbols," said Ziegler. 

 

About Unify™ 

Iris’ online review tool, Unify™, is the fastest review tool in the industry, designed specifically to make 

document review as efficient, accurate and risk-free as possible. Documents load with unparalleled speed, 

enabling reviewers to work faster, saving time and money. Grouping by near-duplicates, threads, and 

other similarities aids speed and consistency by allowing for the review of groups of related documents 

simultaneously. A simple interface and a host of other features, including global language support, 

automated privilege logs and state-of-the-art security increase accuracy and reduce risk, making Unify™ 

the obvious choice in online review technology. 

 

About Joseph Ziegler 

Joseph Ziegler is the Director of Technical Services for Iris Data Services and Managing Partner for Iris 

Data Services Pty Ltd Australia.  He has been developing technology for electronic discovery and 

litigation support for over six years, and has 15 years of enterprise software development experience.  

Ziegler holds a Bachelor of Computer Science from Texas A&M University, a Masters of Business 

Administration from the University of Texas, and is a PhD candidate at the University of Western 

Australia. 

 

About Iris 

Iris Data Services is a leading supplier of electronic discovery solutions including tape restoration, 

computer forensics, eDiscovery, and online review. Lead by recognized industry experts in electronic 

discovery, Iris streamlines the eDiscovery process for corporate legal departments and law firms. Iris’ 

revolutionary review platform, Unify™, makes document review more efficient for legal teams and less 
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costly for their clients.  Iris’ experts, software, and technology have combined to make it one of the fastest 

growing companies in the industry.  Iris is headquartered in Kansas City and maintains offices throughout 

the United States, Australia and Asia.  For more information about Iris, please visit www.irisds.com. 
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